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Global warming, which is caused mainly by concentrating greenhouse gases (GHG) in the 
atmosphere, is an undeniable truth that has been widely accepted. Carbon pricing, including 
carbon tax and carbon emission market, is the major way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  
This thesis will first investigate Singapore’s three major GHG emitters: Electricity Generation, 
Transportation and Industries (Mainly two industries: Semiconductor Industry, Oil Refinery 
and Petrochemical Industry). A system dynamics model about Singapore GHG emissions will 
be built and projections of future Singapore carbon emissions at business-as-usual scenario 
will be given based on carbon emissions historical data and trends. 
Carbon tax, which can be reference from other taxes’ mature mechanism, has advantages to 
implement. This can be a good choice for Singapore, who does not have any experience on 
carbon pricing, to introduce for the short term.  An extended system dynamics model will be 
established to quantify carbon tax impacts on Singapore society and economy. Trade-offs 
between Singapore economic performance and emission reduction target will be discussed 
and a proper carbon tax rate will be proposed.  
Carbon emission market has specific properties that carbon tax cannot compete. As carbon 
emission market continues to develop, it can be a long-term option for Singapore zero carbon 
plan. Thus, this research will also focus on the carbon emission market, examining its 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
This dissertation focuses on the key issues of carbon pricings and their possible impacts on 
Singapore economy and society. 
This chapter briefly introduces the background of climate change and carbon pricing. 
1.1 Background 
Climate change, primarily global warming, is one of the most serious challenges that human 
beings are facing now. It impacts the whole world and has been widely accepted as one of the 
major causes of the accelerating extreme weather events, rising sea level and other ecological 
changes (America 2010). Global warming is caused by increased concentrations of 
greenhouse gases (mainly CO2) in the atmosphere, resulting from human activities such as 
deforestation and burning of fossil fuels (Bernstein et al. 2007; Choices and Change 2010). 
Proposed responses to global warming can be divided into two types: one is mitigation, such 
as reducing GHG emissions and sequestering GHG emission; the other is adaptation, adapting 
to the consequences of global warming (Schneider 2004; Molina et al. 2009).  
For mitigation, setting a carbon pricing, such as imposing carbon taxes and establishing cap-
and-trade carbon emission markets, are the major ways that are adopted by some countries 
and regions to control carbon emission recently (Hoeller et al. 1991; Stavins 2003; Helm 
2005). However, as some reports shows, both measures have their own shortcomings. Some 
improvements need to be made on the existing models for better control and reduction of 
carbon emissions. 
Singapore, as a small island country, will be affected by the impacts of global warming, such 
as sea level rising, and its particular economy composition is also very sensitive to either 
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carbon tax or cap-and-trade carbon emission market. An existing carbon price system carried 
out by other countries cannot be simply transplanted to Singapore due to its local conditions. 
Further modifications need to be made if Singapore wishes to control GHG emissions. 
1.2 Research Objective 
This research aims to build a system dynamics model to evaluate the impacts of possible 
carbon pricing on Singapore’s society and economy. 
In particular, this study focuses on: 
1. Building a system dynamics model on Singapore’s GHG emissions. 
2. Introducing carbon tax into the model and quantifying the effects. 
3. Analyzing carbon tax impacts on oil refinery and petrochemical and semiconductor 
industry in Singapore. 
4. Finding the optimal carbon tax rate, in terms of Singapore economic performance 
and its carbon reduction goals.  




Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are generally two types of carbon pricing, one is carbon tax, and the other is cap-and-
trade carbon emission market. This chapter will introduce the mechanisms of these two types 
of carbon pricing and presents some concepts and methodologies used in system dynamics, 
which is adopted in this research for study the impacts of carbon pricing. 
2.1 Carbon Tax 
2.1.1  Overview of Carbon Tax 
Carbon tax is a type of Pigovian tax that is levied on the carbon content of fuels (Helm 2005). 
It offers a potentially cost-effective way to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases (Netz et 
al. 2007). A starting point for thinking about the optimal tax rate is to set the carbon tax 
equaling to the social cost of carbon (SCC) (Metcalf 2007), which is the marginal cost of one 
extra tonne of carbon emission at any point in any time (Yohe et al.).  
Carbon taxes have been discussed in Australia, New Zealand, some European countries, 
Canada and the United States, and implemented in some of these locations.  
2.1.2  Social Cost of Carbon Emission (SCC) 
Carbon tax is damage-based, assuming that future damages are real and then asking nowadays 
emitters to pay present value of the future damage costs. Some integrated assessment models, 
such as FUND (Tol 1999), PAGE (Hope et al. 1993) and DICE (Nordhaus 1993)are used to 
estimate the SCC. However, all models have biases and shortcomings (Ackerman and Stanton 




2.1.3  Cross-Border Carbon Tax 
Climate change has global impacts. Thus the ideal carbon tax is a harmonized carbon tax 
(Netz et al. 2007), which is levied at United Nations level and distributed globally. For 
example, tax imposed in Iran for petrol production will be distributed to Singapore for dam 
construction in case of future sea level increase. However, recent carbon taxes are all at 
national or regional level and harmonized carbon taxes seem to be impractical now. 
2.2 Carbon Emission Market (Cap-and-Trade) 
Another carbon pricing is Carbon Emission Market, which is a market-based approach used 
to control carbon emission by providing economic incentives for achieving reduction carbon 
emission (Stavins 2003). This is a quantity-based approach, which can guarantee the 
mitigation effect of global warming by setting a limit or cap on the amount of carbon 
emissions (Nordhaus 2011). 
Theoretical analysis shows that carbon taxes system is stable and easy to be implemented as 
the existing tax systems are mature and universally applied instruments of policy. In contract, 
the cap-and-trade systems lead to high volatility of the prices of emission (Nordhaus 2011).  
A tax approach can capture revenues more easily and provides fewer opportunities for 
corruption and financial finagling, while a cap-and-trade system will cause rent-seeking 
behaviors more easily (Keohane 2009). However, cap-and-trade system is more easily 
harmonized across countries without explicit coordination. Recently, more and more people 
lean to carbon emission market as they will be “net buyers” in the carbon tax system 
(Keohane 2009).  
Both systems have their own advantages and disadvantages, so combinations of carbon tax 
and cap-and-trade market are needed to avoid their shortcomings. 
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2.3 Hybrid Approach 
Safety valve is one hybrid system of carbon tax and cap-and-trade market, initially suggested 
by Roberts and Spence in 1976 (Jacoby and Ellerman 2004) and later developed in the 
context of climate policy by Pizer (Pizer 2002). This cap-and-trade system has a floor carbon 
tax and a price ceiling at which additional allowances can be purchased. It acts like cap-and-
trade system when the allowance price is below safety-valve price and tax system when the 
allowance price is above safety-valve. It offers a more malleable supply curve for emission 
allowances, containing both vertical and flat segments (Murray et al. 2009). 
Based on the safety valve, the allowance reserve system is developed, stipulating both a 
ceiling price and a maximum number of allowances can be issued. This system addresses 
some potential problems in safety valve, such as the unlimited number of extra allowances 
(Murray et al. 2009). 
2.4 Limitations of Current Carbon Pricing 
2.4.1  Limitations 
Carbon pricing policies remain controversial. Many governments have delayed or vetoed the 
carbon pricing proposals; even those who have implemented, the outcomes are not 
satisfactorily with carbon tax. Norway’s per capita emission actually rose by 15% between 
1991 and 2008, which were originally estimated to be a reduction of 2.5%-11% (Federal 
Office for the Environment FOEN 2010). In the first phase of EU-ETS (European Union 
Emissions Trading System), the total allowances for emissions surpass the actual emissions 
and are unevenly distributed among countries and sectors (Matthes et al. 2005; Reyes and 
Gilbertson 2010). 
The unexpected performance of carbon pricing may be partly due to inexperience in suing it 
since it is a something new in order to guarantee their domestic products competitiveness, 
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thus many countries attempted it by trial and error. In Norway’s case, the carbon tax rate may 
be too low to draw attentions from emitters; while in EU’s case, too many allowances were 
given to insure the stability of economy. 
Another possible reason is that expected revenues distracted governments’ focuses. Rather 
than focusing on emission reduction, many governments pay more attention to the additional 
revenue brought by introducing carbon pricing, such as compensating their emission cost by 
reducing their income tax rates and social security contributions to stimulate employment 
(Speck and Jilkova 2009). 
However, there are still some voluntary countries and regions which have already taken 
measures to tackle emissions. The increase in number of countries introducing carbon pricing 
and the steady growth of the carbon trading market in the recent year brings about a positive 
sign to Singapore to introduce carbon pricing. 
2.4.2  Carbon Pricing and Competitiveness 
The major concern of introducing carbon pricing is that it affects a country’s competitiveness.  
Carbon pricing generally can be regarded as an additional cost for firms who emit GHG 
emissions. The firms can either reduce their profit or raise the products’ price to offset this 
cost. However, both methods will cause the companies to lose their competitiveness. The loss 
of competitiveness in a certain industry will bring a series of problems, including the 
stagnation of economy and other social problems. These problems will be amplified in 
Singapore, which is a small country with a small domestic market and dense population. A 
country needs to measure the market power (pricing power) of its industries before 
introducing carbon pricing. 
There are some models studying the economic impacts of energy policies. Some researches 
focus on carbon pricing impacts on energy-intensive sectors (Ruth et al. 2000; Bassi et al. 
2009; Salmons and Miltner 2009), while others are more general, including both energy-
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intensive sectors and non-energy-intensive sectors (Liang and Jorgenson 2003; Zheng and Ma 
2003). Among these models, one big challenge is to determine the “competitiveness”. In 
Roger’s model, 4 indicators, namely share of global production, export intensity, profitability 
and import penetration, are used to describe competitiveness of each sector in different 
Environmental Tax Reform (ETR) countries (Salmons and Miltner 2009). While in Martin’s 
research, it was assumed that labor and energy can be substituted by each other in certain 
level, and then the total cost of labor and energy can be synthesized to interpret the economic 
performance and the competitiveness (Andersen and Ekins 2009).  
On the other hand, we also need to gauge the efficiency of the carbon pricing: how much can 
these policies reduce the GHG emissions and how soon can we achieve these targets. 
2.5 Method: System Dynamics Approach 
2.5.1  Overview of System Dynamics 
System dynamics (SD) is a methodology and mathematical modeling technique for framing, 
understanding, and discussing complex issues and problems over time. It deals with causal 
loops and delays that affect the behavior of the entire system (Forrester 1995).  
SD was created during the mid-1950s by Professor Jay Forrester. After decades of 
development, SD is widely applied to solve corporate and non-corporate complex problems. 
With the help of computer simulations, SD is found very effective in policy design and 
organization framework building compared to the conventional methodologies (Radzicki and 
Taylor 1997).  
2.5.2  Feedback Thinking and Loop Thinking 
Feedback concept is at the heart of the system dynamics approach. Diagrams of loops of 
information feedback and circular causality are tools for conceptualizing the structure of a 
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complex system. There are two basic types of feedback loop: one is reinforcing feedback loop, 
the other is negative or balancing feedback loop.  
 
Figure 2-1 Reinforcing Loop and Balancing Loop 
Based on the two basic feedback loops and delay, some typical dynamic causal loop 
structures are developed, such as goal-seeking structure and oscillation structure (System 
Dynamics Society). These dynamics structures can help us better understand the complex 
system. 
2.5.3  Linear Regression 
Linear regression is an approach to modeling the relationship between a scalar dependent 
variable y and one or more explanatory variables denoted X. 
Given a data set 1 1{ , ,..., }
n
i i ip iy x x =  of n statistical units, a linear regression model assumes that 
the relationship between the dependent variable iy  and p-vector of regressors ix  is linear and 
with an error variable ε . 
1 1 ... x     1,...., ,
T
i i p ip i i iy x x i nβ β ε β ε= + + + = + =  
Linear regression can be used to fit a predictive model to an observed data set of y and X 
values and linear regression analysis can be applied to quantify the strength of the relationship 
between y and the Xj. 
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2.5.4  Carbon Pricing System 
There are many system dynamics models that study the climate change and its impacts. For 
example, Toufiq builds a system dynamics model to calculate future emissions of carbon 
dioxide (Toufiq A. Siddiqi 1991). On the contrary, few studies use system dynamics models 
to evaluate the impacts of carbon pricing. 
Carbon pricing system is a large complex and dynamic system. There are many parameters, 
including endogenous and exogenous factors, energy-intensive and non-energy-intensive 
sectors, in the system. Those parameters interact and interrelate to each other.  
To analyze the impacts of the carbon pricing, causal loop diagrams will be first represented to 
show the map of the system with its constituent components and their interactions. This can 
help us to better understand the structure and behaviors of the system. Then, based on 
historical data, we will adopt linear and panel regression method to analyze the system 
qualitatively. Finally, Vensim (software used for developing, analyzing and packaging high 
quality dynamic feedback models) will be used to run the simulation to get the results. Based 
on the results, comparisons and analysis will be given. 
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Chapter 3 OVERVIEW OF SINGAPORE GHG EMISSONS 
In this chapter, we will first clarify the kinds of GHG emissions that are counted in this 
research and then focus on current Singapore’s GHG emissions conditions, including 
Singapore overall GHG emissions and each sector’s emissions. 
3.1 Emission Composition 
There is a prevailing concept called carbon footprint, which is used to measure the carbon 
content in each product, conducting people to a carbon efficiency lifestyle. However, from a 
life cycle perspective, the carbon contents in most products are in an infinite cycle: they are 
sequestrated from atmosphere at early stage and released at last, then repeat again. They are 
zero emitters. Unfortunately it only takes a short time for the carbon to be released to the 
atmosphere as compared to the long time required for it to be sequestrated again. 
There are two main sources of anthropogenic carbon emissions: one is from combustion of 
hydrocarbon fuel (coal, petroleum and natural gas); the other is from land-use change, such as 
deforestation and forest degradation, which has been estimated to account for about 20% of 
global anthropogenic CO2 emissions (Watson et al. 2000; Van der Werf et al. 2009). However, 
existing carbon taxes do not levy on the carbon emissions from land-use change and this part 
of emission in Singapore is relatively small. Thus, this study will mainly focus on carbon 
emissions from fuel combustions, as well as other GHG emissions from industry process.  
In Singapore, CO2 emission comprises of around 97% of total GHG emissions in 2000, and 
from the Figure 3-1 we can see that energy generation, industry and transportation together 
comprise more than 98% of the total GHG emissions. If the Singapore government wish to 
control GHG emissions and set an achievable emission reduction target, it should mainly 




Figure 3-1 GHG Emission in Singapore by Sector 2000 (See A1.1) 
Classification of Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
We can rearrange Singapore GHG emissions to get a better view by separating them into 
primary and secondary emissions: those emissions from direct fuel combustion or industrial 
process belong to primary carbon emissions; carbon emissions from electricity generation 
which are distributed to other sectors are considered as secondary emissions. Here the types 
of industries are separated into manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors because 
manufacturing sector generates other kinds of GHG emissions, besides indirect emission from 
electricity usage.  
Thus we get Figure 3-2 and Table 3-1:  
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Table 3-1 GHG Emission by Sectors 2005(Giga Gram) (Singapore's National Climate 





















8328 930 5910 3415 732 
Overall 
 
21793 7986 6235 3631 732 
 
Specifically, we can divide those emissions into two categories: domestic activity and 
economy activity.  
The emissions from domestic activities are related to people’s lifestyle, such as ways of using 
electrical appliances and choosing transportation means; while the economy part is more 
related to business activities, the major component of the GDP. Direct emissions from 
buildings, industry and indirect emissions from electricity usage by industry are generally 
attributed to economic activities (here we categorize emissions from transport sector into 
domestic activities as IEA (Schipper et al. 2009) research shows, in developed countries, 
light-duty vehicles are the major emitters). 
We assume the emissions from those sectors in Singapore are mutual excluded (no emissions 
are double counted) and carbon emissions from energy and transformation industries as 




Figure 3-3 GHG Emissions by Usage (Giga Gram) 
From Figure 3-3, we can see that industrial activities generate much more carbon emissions 
than domestic activities. This implies that industry has bigger potential for carbon emission 
reduction, which also means more attention is needed on its impacts. 
3.2 Electricity 
3.2.1  Electricity Sources and Price 
Singapore electricity generation highly relies on fossil fuels, which together takes about 94% 
of the total electricity generation in 2000. Singapore electricity price is composed of fuel cost 
and operation cost. The fuel cost comprises about 56.63% of the final electricity tariff (SP 
Services Media Release 29 March); hence, the price of the electricity is proportionally linked 
to global fossil price (fuel oil)1. 
                                                     
1 While Singapore's electricity is mainly generated from imported natural gas, the prices of natural gas (which are determined by 












Figure 3-4 Fuel Oil Prices vs Low Tension Tariff (SP Services Media Release 29 March 
2011) 
Singapore’s electricity market is moving towards liberalisation, as well as in seeking carbon-
efficient sources. Fuel oil, based on EMA (Singapore Energy Market Authority) historical 
data, which counted for 80% of the total electricity generation in 2000, is now largely 
replaced by natural gas, which is 43% (Comparison of Energy Systems Using Life Cycle 
Assessment  2004) more carbon efficient than oil. These measures show several positive 
outcomes: from year 2000 to 2005 as carbon emission in electricity generation decreases by 8% 
when the total electricity generation increases by 19%.  
Table 3-2 Electricity Generation Sources Percentage (2006-2010)  
Year Fuel Oil Natural Gas Others (synthetic gas, diesel and refuse incineration) 
2006 12 78 10 
2007 18 79 3 
2008 15 80 5 
2009 15 81 4 
2010 17 77 6 
However, future potential emissions reduction of fuel replaced by natural gas is limited as 
Singapore is already using natural gas for 80% of its energy and  combusting natural gas still 
produces carbon emissions. The process of replacing carbon free renewable energies is 
relative slow, due to the many constraints imposed by Singapore special geographical 
conditions. Implementing carbon tax will significantly affect the electricity price, but it will 
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also speed up the replacement of carbon free energy and provide improvement of overall 
energy efficiency. 
With carbon pricing, the electricity price expression could be written below: 
( , , , )DE FF FP CT NCp f p T= ∂ δ   
DEp  is electricity price. 
FFp  is fossil fuel price. 
FP∂  is the proportion of energy from fossil fuel combustion.  
CTT  is the rate of carbon tax. 
NCδ  is the non-fuel cost in electricity tariff, including Power generation Cost, Network Costs, 
Market Support Services Fee and Power System Operation and Market Administration Fees 
3.2.2  Electricity for Household 
Electricity for households takes around 17%-20% of total electricity consumption during the 
last 10 years.  
Figure 3-5 shows the comparison between the electricity usage per person and yearly average 
electricity price. We observe the opposite trends of these two lines: during year 2003 to 2009, 
with the sharp increase of electricity price, the actual demand of electricity per person is 
decreasing. The same thing happens during year 2000-2002: with the decline of electricity 




Figure 3-5 Electricity per Person vs Low Tension Electricity Price (2000-2010) (see A.1.4) 
We assume the per capita demand of electricity is a function of electricity price: 
( )DE DEd f p=  
DEd  is average domestic per capita demand of electricity 
 P  is the population in Singapore (including the citizens, PRs and foreigners), then we can 
get the total electricity usage in household part. 

























3.2.3  Electricity for Economy 
 
Figure 3-6 Electricity Usage in Industry vs Singapore GDP (2000-2010) (see A.1.4) 
Figure 3-6 shows the relation between Singapore annual GDP and electricity usage by 
industry. Regardless of the type of industries, electricity consumption in economic activities 
has positive linear relation with GDP. 
( , )IE ED f E T=  
E  is the Singapore annual GDP. 
ET  is the technology level of energy efficiency. 
3.2.4  Total Emission from Electricity Generation 
Total electricity generation: 
E IE DED D D= +  
Total emission from electricity generation: 


























ngp  is the percentage of natural gas used in electricity generation 
(1 )ngp−  is the percentage of other fuels used in electricity generation, here mainly means 
fuel oil. 
ngE  is the emission amount per unit electricity generated by natural gas (including the overall 
energy efficiency). 
oE  is the emission amount per unit electricity generated by other energy resources (here is 
the fuel oil, as the second largest energy resource in electricity generation in Singapore). 
The causal loop is showed below: 
 






























3.3.1  Singapore Land Transportation 
Here transportation means land transportation activities that carry people, as well as goods. 
Figure 3.8 shows the types of land transportation in Singapore. 
 
Figure 3-8 Composition of Singapore Land Transportation 
Public transportation is the major mean for Singaporeans to go to work and school. In year 
2000, about 52.4% of Singaporean residents (excluding foreigners) go to work using public 
transportation, with 41.6% using private transportation and the remaining 6.1% not requiring 
any transportation. The percentage for taking public transportation has increased to 63% in 
2004, with the goal of reaching 70% by 2020 (Public Transport Ridership  2008).  
Singapore government has invested a lot on public transportation and has introduced COE 
(Certificate of Entitlement) and ERP (Electronic Road Pricing) to control private cars’ 
population and utilization due to limited land space and reduction of carbon emission. By year 
2011 Singapore has 106.7 km railways (including MRT and LRT), 92 bus routes and a fleet 
of 2600 taxis ("SMRT Corporation Ltd Annual Report 2011"  2012).  
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Singapore public transportation system is quite developed, but it still cannot compete with 
private cars in terms of saving time and convenience. The private cars’ population has almost 
doubled for the last 5 years due to the booming Singapore economy and more citizens 
pursuing mobility and convenience.  
According to the surveys conducted by LTA, in year 1997, 2004 and 2008, Singaporeans 
daily trips’ number (Including public and private transportation) is approximately twice the 
number of Singapore population, regardless of the length of the trips (LTA statistic in brief 
1997, 2004, 2008).  
Public Transportation: 
Table 3-3 Capacity and Utilization of Singapore Public Transportation (2004-2009) 
Year 1994 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Capacity               
Average Bus Fleet and routes in operation 
    Average Bus Fleet operated 2549 3140 3131 3197 3255 3268 3393 
    Number of Bus Routes in Operation 231 260 288 302 325 344 339 
Average Daily Vehicle-Kilometers Travelled 
     
  
    MRT (000 train-km) 25 40.7 41.4 41.2 51.1 55.1 49.4 
    Bus (000 bus-km)   819.4 822.2 833 844.2 826.8 849.4 
Public Transportation Utilization               
Average Daily Ridership (000 passenger-trips)   
    MRT 709 1276 1338 1435 1564 1720 1830 
    LRT 
 
57 71 75 81 89 92 
    Bus 2920 2788 2785 2853 2969 3085 3063 
    Taxi 826 876 991 945 927 907 864 
From Table 3-4 (see A.1.7) we can see that public transportation is developing quite well and 
the total capacity of transportation increases more than 17% from year 2004 to 2009, 






Information on private transportation is not as widely available as public transportation; some 
available data are the annual mileage and the yearly number of each car type. 
Table 3-4 Singapore Private Vehicle Annual Mileage (2004-2009) (see A.1.7) 
Private Vehicle Annual Mileage (km) 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Cars 20298 20603 21100 20800 19700 19600 
Private Hired Buses 45789 47540 49200 50200 48700 49400 
School Buses 44685 46269 45400 46800 44000 47400 
Light Goods Vehicle(<=3.5tons) 29374 29248 29300 28100 27900 28000 
Heavy Goods Vehicles(>3.5tons) 39158 38768 40400 42400 42000 41200 
Motorcycles 13744 13711 13700 13800 13300 13200 
From Table 3-5 we find that, for the last few years, the average yearly utilisation of private 
vehicles is almost constant. However, during the same period, the petrol price is fluctuating 
widely, as well as the COE fees, which means that those who own private cars in Singapore 
are not very sensitive to the fuel price and other related costs. 
Generally, the ownership of private car is affected by the people’s affluence, car price, oil 
price and other factors (Schipper et al. 2009), but in Singapore today, the private cars’ 
population can be regarded as an exogenous parameter, determined by the government. The 
quota of annual number of increase vehicles is set by the Singapore government and is far 
behind the actual demands. With a bidding mechanism, COE can raise the threshold of wealth 
to won a private vehicles in Singapore if the supplies cannot meet demands. According to the 
COE historical bidding data, driven by the booming Singapore economy and growing 
population, the bidding price has doubled during the past decade. This high COE bidding cost 
and fuel price make cars affordable only to the rich.  This also makes Singapore private car 
owners non-price-sensitive.  
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3.3.2  Carbon Footprint of Each Transportation Means 
 
Figure 3-9 Singapore Annual Vehicles Population by Fuel Type (2000-2010) 
According to the data given by the LTA, we can see that most cars and motor cycles use 
petrol and some other vehicles, such as taxis, buses and goods vehicles use diesel. The hybrid 
power vehicles, such as petrol-electric and petrol-CNG are growing fast during the last 10 
years: population has increased to 8706 in 2010 from 0; however, the total proportion of such 
vehicles is still very small, taking around 1 percent of total vehicle’s population. What is more, 
most of them still directly or indirectly use fossil fuel and emit carbon dioxide, and not truly 
carbon free. In comparison, the train, as another major transportation mean for Singaporeans, 
is fuelled by high-voltage electricity. It still generates carbon emission through electricity 
generation although it is not fuelled by any kind of fossil fuels. 
There are many carbon emission footprint calculators for transportation, including different 
vehicle types, trip length, driving skill and road conditions. The outcomes are not identical, 
but one consensus is that, using public transportation is more carbon efficient than private 
cars. 
Table 3-6 is the chart of reference footprints for three major land transportation means2: 
                                                     
2   Due to the lack of information, the cars’ carbon foot print data is not directly given. We do a simple 


















Table 3-5 Carbon Footprint of Transportation Means (grams of CO2/Passenger-km) 
 
Trains Buses Cars 
Y2010 13.2 73 91.6 
The carbon footprints for both public transportation and private transportation will decrease, 
as vehicles become more efficient and driving habit improves. 
3.3.3  Carbon Price Impacts on Transportation 
Public transportation is much more carbon efficient than private transportation. Normally, as 
a revenue neutral tax, carbon tax will add burden to those travelling with private cars and 
compensate those using public transportation, so it will have positive effect on public 
transportation. As carbon price is as an additional cost for private car owners, it will also curb 
the private cars’ demands3. 
The causal-loop diagram is listed below: 
 
Figure 3-10 Causal Loop of Transportation Sector 
                                                     





























3.4.1  Industrial Carbon Emissions 
Besides the indirect carbon emissions from electricity use, industries in Singapore also 
directly emit carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. In the main composition of 
Singapore economy, semiconductor industry and oil refinery and petrochemical industry are 
the major emitters of GHG. 
Singapore does not produce any oil or gas, however Singapore is the regional oil refining and 
petrochemical centre that serves the global market. This industry produces carbon dioxide 
during process and contributes 9283.81Gg of carbon dioxide in year 2000 (Singapore's 
Second National Communication: Under the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change  2010). 
In Singapore semiconductor industry, HFCs, PFCs and SF6 are used in the manufacturing 
process. Although some emission control technologies were installed in some processes, the 
net emissions of these gases were estimated to be equivalent to 587.57Gg of carbon dioxide-
equivalent emissions in year 2000 (Singapore's Second National Communication: Under the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change  2010). Based on the data 
compiled by Department of Statistics, Singapore’s electronics output is 73 billion SGD in 
2006 and 48% is from semiconductor. It is predicted that electronics output can reach 117 
billion SGD in year 2018. This also means more GHG emissions  
3.4.2  Effect of Carbon Price 
One major concern that affects the introduction of carbon tax is the industry’s global 
competitiveness loss in one country when this country levies carbon tax while others do not. 
In the absence of an internationally uniform tax, the imposition of a carbon tax in any 
particular country or group of countries will lead to a loss of economic competitiveness of 
domestic industries to those foreign competitors not subject to the taxation (Rich and Karp 
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2004). This will have a significant effect on Singapore, as its economy heavily relies on 
export and re-export. 
It is hard to define and measure the industry’s competitiveness. Mostly it refers to the 
industry’s pricing and market power. According to economic theory, a company with market 
power can price product above marginal cost. Combined with demand curve, this company 
can maximize its profit. If adding additional costs to those firms with low market power, they 
will either lose profit, or market share, and could eventually go out of business. 
These conclusions are drawn by classic economic model, such as Bertrand (Bertrand 2005) 
and Cournot (Tirole 1994) under the assumptions of producing homogenous product and in 
the monopoly and oligopoly market. The real market is much more complicated with 
globalization.  
The detailed possible carbon price effects are listed below, including short-term and long-
term effects: 
a. Carbon tax with proper rate can encourage firms to invest more on their R&D, upgrade 
with latest energy efficiency technologies. The outcome will be reflected by the 
deduction in carbon intensity4. However, if the rate is too low or too high, carbon tax will 
not function properly. With a low rate, the firms will ignore it, while with a high rate, it 
will cause a relocation of production, pushing those mostly effected industries to other 
countries or regions with lower cost, leading carbon leakage5 (Bruce et al. 1996). 
b. Carbon tax will have a short-term negative effect on industries competitiveness, as an 
additional cost paid for carbon emissions and R&D investment. 
                                                     
4 Carbon intensity is the rate of average greenhouse gases (mostly carbon dioxide) emissions produced to one 
dollar GDP (or one dollar output for specific industry). 
5 Carbon leakage occurs when there is an increase in carbon dioxide emissions in one country as a result of an 
emissions reduction by a second country with a strict climate policy. 
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c. With more investment on R&D, the technology improvement will advance more rapidly. 
There will be a delay between initial investment and final benefit. What’s more, due to 
the uncertainty of the R&D, investment may fail with a certain probability. A successful 
technology improvement will indeed enhance long-term competitiveness, assuming 
green technology will lead the future.  
d. Either gains or losses in one industry competitiveness will proportionally affect this 
country’s economy, which is directly reflected by GDP.  
The causal-loop diagram is listed below: 
 
 
Figure 3-11 Causal Loop of Industry Sector 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we first study the overall GHG emissions in Singapore. Based on the data 
compiled by World Resources Institute (WRI), Singapore’s total emission is moderate, 
ranking after 50th globally in 2005. However, according to Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) data (including marine bunkers’ emission), Singapore’s carbon 
emission per capita and carbon intensity are much higher than many other developed 




















bunkers’ emissions, the per capita emission and carbon intensity are still higher than most 
developed countries. 
High carbon intensity in Singapore is mainly contributed by the specific petrochemical 
industry, high population of private vehicles and huge amount electricity usage per capita.  
We then investigate these three sectors separately and link these sectors with Singapore 
statistics data, such as population, economy and other domestic variables. 
Finally, impacts of carbon pricing on each sector are given by qualitative analysis. In most 
cases, introducing carbon pricing will have negative impacts, but it will lead Singapore to a 
green and sustainable future. In the industrial sector, carbon pricing will have short-term 
negative impacts, which may be advantageous if carbon pricing has an explicit global 
political consensus.  
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Chapter 4 QUANTITATIVE MODEL WITHOUT CARBON 
PRICING 
In this part we will build a quantitative system dynamics model to project Singapore 
greenhouse gas emissions, excluding carbon price. 
First, we combine the three sectors’ models in former chapter together to form the overall 
model without carbon pricing. 
 Emissions from electricity are calculated based on data in year 2000 
 Emissions from transportation are calculated directly from yearly consumption of 
gasoline and diesel. 
 Emissions from industry will be combined together as a whole and based on data in year 
2000. 
 Assuming all the exogenous parameters in the model will keep their last decade trends, 
then we will get carbon emission projection in business-as-usual scenario, which will 
give us a benchmark to compare with the outcomes by the model with carbon pricing in 
following chapter.  
 Most relations in this model will be estimated by linear regression and panel regression 
(see B.1).  





















































































4.1 Model Building 
1. Relation among Singapore economy, average household income and population 
/iI G P= α                                                            (4.1) 
We use linear regression and can get: 
/iI G P=120.1  
2. Relation of fuel price and electricity price 
According to the electricity price calculation method offered by SP services, electricity price 
is based on the fuel price and operation fees. Although Singapore electricity mainly relies on 
natural gas, the fuel part in the price is still based on fuel oil price. 
Actually, the price has a delay, but for simplicity, here we just use this formula: 
EP FP e= α +           (4.2) 
0.12 11.21EP FP= +  
3.  Relation of electricity price and average domestic electricity usage per person 
Normally, we assume Singaporeans are sensitive to the electricity price, the higher the price, 
the less electricity they use: 
deD EP e= α +           (4.3) 
1.754 0.01367*deD EP= −  




4. Relation of Singapore economy and industrial electricity usage 
In the industry sector, the more value added, the more electricity will be used. The relation 
between Singapore economy and industrial electricity usage is as shown below: 
IED G e= α +            (4.4) 
0.06467 13945.45IED G= +  
5. The total electricity demand and carbon emissions 
E IE DED D D= +          (4.5) 
E EE D= δ  
δ  is the rate of carbon emissions per kWh electricity, which is related to proportion of 
natural gas usage in electricity generation and overall energy efficiency level. 
6. Total demand of Land Transportation 
T G P G PP IPD D D D D D= + = + +                                                                                          (4.6) 
TD  is the total demand of land transportation, which is the sum of the goods transportation 
and passenger transportation.  
PD  is the demand of passenger transportation, the sum of public transportation PPD  and 
private transportation IPD . 
We use the number of daily trips TN  to represent the passenger transportation demand, 
regardless the length of each trip.  
TN P= α  
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As the average annual mileage of private cars is almost constant, we assume private 
transportation capacity is related to the number of private cars and we get: 
IT CN N= β  
The public transportation being more flexible can absorb the additional demand by increasing 
or decreasing the frequencies of the buses and MRT: 
PT T ITN N N= −  
The average annual mileage of goods vehicles is the same to private cars and the yearly goods 
vehicles’ population is linearly related to the GDP: 
GVN Gχ=  
It is hard to determine each vehicle’s carbon footprint; hence we use the annual petrol 
consumptions and diesel consumptions to figure out each car’s annual consumptions of fuel: 
P C MCC N Nδ ε= +          (4.7) 
D GC Taxi BusC N N Nϕ γ η= + +         (4.8) 
We can rewrite the equation 4.8 as: 
D PTC G Nϕχ ι= +  
According to the historical data: 
2TN P=  
0.007431IT CN N=  
0.5630GVN G=  
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1.010 1.979P C MCC N N= +  
0.799 221600D PTC G N= +  
7. Private car population  
Controlling car population does not mean stopping its growth. The COE keeps the growth of 
vehicles’ population on roads at a pace which can alleviate congestion. For the last two 
decades, Singapore’s road extension is implemented almost at a constant rate, hence we 
assume the future private car population increase is also at a compatible pace.  
( ) (0)C CN t N te= +          (4.9) 
( ) 386780 19762CN t t= +  
8. Major economy trends 
Singapore’s economy is export-oriented and vulnerable to the outside economic circumstance. 
In recent years, the subprime housing crisis from USA caused a depression in global economy 
in 2008. After 2 years of recovery, the 2011’s European zone debt crisis leads the world 
economy dim and unstable again. It is hard to predict the future Singapore economic 
performance. Here we use the average rate of the last ten years Singapore GDP growth, as 
Singapore economic growth rate.  
0( ) (1
tG t G= +σ)                                    (4.10) 
( ) 162584*1.064tG t =  
9. Singapore population 
Based on historical data, we assume the Singapore population increases at a constant pace for 
the next few years: 
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( ) ( 1) (0)P t P t e P te= − + = +        (4.11) 
( ) 3884 111.4P t t= +  
4.2 Outcome Analysis 
4.2.1  Total Emissions 
 
Figure 4-2 Singapore GHG Emission Prediction (2010-2020) 
Figure 4.2 (see B.2.1) illustrates forecasted greenhouse gas emissions based on the model in 
Figure 4.1. From the figure we can see that annual GHG emissions continuously grow, and 
the yearly growth rate also increases year by year, from 3.5% in year 2011 to 4.0% in year 
2020 and finally reaches 63656Gg in year 2020 (see B.2.4).  
This outcome is different from the one estimated by Dr Yaacob Ibrahim6. He predicts it will 
reach 75000Gg at BAU scenario in year 2020, at an annual increase rate of 5%. His estimate 
of growth rate is a little pessimistic, maybe overestimating future uncertainties. Some critics 
also point out that he intends to lighten the reduction burden for Singapore government.  
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This is still a modest estimate, as we have discounted technological improvement in the 
model, such as electricity efficiency improvement and introduction of new energy sources for 
automobiles.  
4.2.2  Emission Composition 
 
Figure 4-3 Singapore GHG Emission Composition Prediction 
Figure 4.3 shows the percentage changes in carbon emission from year 2010 to 2020. 
According to the figure, the differentiations are relatively small: electricity generation is still 
the biggest emitter, taking half of the total emissions; emission from industry has a 3% 











4.2.3  Economy Carbon Intensity 
 
Figure 4-4 Singapore Carbon Intensity Prediction 
From Figure 4-4, we can see that in spite of the increasing total carbon emissions, the carbon 
intensity of Singapore economy continue to fall as overall economy growth rate is increasing 
at a rate higher than carbon emissions’. This index will be further deducted if we include 
inflation. 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we build a system dynamics model of Singapore GHG emissions, quantify the 
relations and get the prediction of GHG emissions for next decade at BAU scenario.  
Each relation built in Figure 4.1 is calculated by linear and panel regressions. Based on their 
t-value, p-value and R square, those relations are significant (See B.1).  
As the simulation outcome shows, with the expansion of Singapore economy, increase of 
population, growing demand of electricity and car ownership, the total GHG emissions will 
continuously increase for the next few years, as well as carbon emission per capita, but the 
outcome is not as pessimistic predicted by others; while the carbon intensity will see a 











Economy Carbon Intensity 
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Chapter 5 INDUSTRY EMITTERS IN SINGAPORE 
We have analysed Singapore industry in the previous chapter. In this chapter, we will refocus 
on Singapore industry and more specifically, on two main emitters separately: semiconductor 
industry and oil refinery and petrochemical industry. 
The two main emitters are both from manufacturing, one of the biggest contributors of 
Singapore’s GDP. In 2006, Singapore semiconductors output is 38 billion SGD; combined 
output of petrochemicals and petroleum is 99 billion SGD. These two industries are the major 
components of Singapore economy, and also the major GHG emitters. 
5.1 Oil Refinery and Petrochemical Industry in Singapore  
Oil refining is converting  crude oil into petroleum products, such as gasoline, diesel fuel, 
asphalt base, heating oil, kerosene and liquefied petroleum gas, while the petrochemical 
industry is an industry that produces petrochemicals, which are chemical products derived 
from petroleum, as well as from other fossil fuels and renewable sources such as corn or sugar 
cane. 
5.1.1  Refinery 
Petroleum refining is a well-established industry in Singapore. According to the BP statistical 
energy survey (BP Statistical Review of World Energy  2010), Singapore had a refinery 
capacity of 1385 thousand barrels a day in 2009, 1.52% of the world total. The three main 
refineries include: ExxonMobil’s 580000-bbl/d refinery; Royal Dutch/Shell’s 430000-bbl/d 




5.1.2  Petrochemical 
There are various types of products in petrochemical industry. One prevailing indicator for 
petrochemical industry is the production of ethylene, which is used in the production of 
polymers such as polyethylene (PE), polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and many other products. 
In 2010, Singapore’s ethylene capacity stood at 2.1 million tonnes and was expected to be 
doubled over the next two years with the inauguration of Royal Dutch Shell’s mega ethylene 
cracker complex and ExxonMobil’s new plant, while the global production of ethylene is 138 
million tonnes in 2010 (Koh and Putra 2011). 
5.1.3  Challenges for Singapore Oil Refinery and Petrochemical Industry 
Besides carbon pricing, there are two major challenges for Singapore’s petrochemical 
industry (Koh and Putra 2011) 
1.  A high proportion of the petrochemical products are exported to China and now 
China is expanding its own petrochemical industry rapidly. 
2. Regional competitors. Especially those in Middle East, with abundant natural gas 
and oil, they could become the epicentre of global petrochemicals manufacturing.  
With more fierce competition in global market with those local competitors, having carbon 
pricing will impact the oil refinery and petrochemical industry significantly. 
This industry produces direct carbon dioxide and contributes 9283.81Gg of GHG emissions in 
2000, as well as emissions indirectly from the electricity generation sector. Obviously, it will 
be another challenge for the petrochemical industry in Singapore by adding cost, which will 
have negative impacts on its performance in the global market. 
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5.2 Semiconductor Industry 
The semiconductor industry is an aggregated collection of companies engaged in the design 
and fabrication of semiconductor devices. The bulk of GHG emissions come from the 
fabrication part.  
5.2.1  Singapore Semiconductor Industry 
Singapore’s semiconductor industry started more than 40 years ago. By year 2002, there were 
12 wafer fabs operating in Singapore with industry leaders such as Chartered and ST 
Microelectronics. The output of semiconductor is predicted to reach around 70 billion SGD 
by year 2018 (Singapore Semiconductor Industry  2007). 
5.2.2  Carbon Emission 
However , in semiconductor industry, HFCs, PFCs and SF6 are used in the manufacturing 
process, although some emission control technologies were installed in some process, the net 
emissions of these gases were estimated to be equivalent to 587.57 Gg of carbon dioxide-
equivalent emissions in year 2000.  
5.3 Model building 
5.3.1  Assumptions 
 1. Oligopoly Market 
In the semiconductor industry, the top 10 companies make up 49.5% of global market 
share (iSuppli Corporation supplied rankings for 2010). According to the SICAS 
(Semiconductor International Capacity Statistics) data from SIA (Semiconductor 
Industry Association), from 1994-2010, excluding year 2001 and 2009, the annual 
utilisation of global semiconductor capacity is around 90%, or even higher, which can 




Figure 5-1 Global Utilisation (%) of Semiconductor Industry (1997-2010) 
Figure 5.1 is quarterly global IC’s utilisation. There are two valleys in this figure. The 
first valley is caused by the economic slowdown in the United States, Japan and the 
European Union, as well as the world electronics slump. The second valley is affected 
by the global economic crisis in 2008. Excluding these abnormal data, the capacities 
of semiconductor supply are very close to actual demand. 
In the petrochemical industry, the top MNCs such as ExxonMobil and Royal Dutch 
Shell control the major production capacity.  
 





















































The global ethylene capacity is growing gradually, but due to the 2008 world crisis 
and slow economic recovery, the much slated capacity was suspended (True 2010).  
An oligopoly is a market form in which a market or industry is dominated by a small 
number of sellers (oligopolists). Globally, these two industries are dominated by a 
small number of players and can be seen as oligopoly market. 
2. Regional/National Capacity 
We separate these two industries into different regions (nations) and regard each 
region (nation) as a player in this global oligopoly market. This is better than using 
company as basic unit: 
 Most companies in these two industries are multi-national enterprises.  
 Apart from technology, other factors such as labour cost and construction cost 
inside each region are within small range; while between regions, they are 
largely diverse. 
3. No Border Adjustment Tax 
This means the carbon pricing charged in Singapore is unilateral. Once charged, it 
will be a disadvantage for Singapore companies to compete with those who do not 
have such taxes in the global market. 
4. Price Taker 
Although these two industries have developed quite well in Singapore, the global 
market shares for both industries are below 3%. In global competition, they have 
limited capability and are price followers, not setters. 
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5.3.2  New Empirical Industrial Organization 
Competitiveness is hard to determine. In econometrics, two academic bodies of thought on 
the assessment of competitiveness are the Structure Conduct Performance Paradigm (SCPP) 
and the more contemporary New Empirical Industrial Organization model (NEIO).  
According to the structure-conduct-performance approach, an industry’s performance 
depends on the conduct of its firms, which then depends on the structure which determines 
the competitiveness in the market. However, the structure of the industry depends on basic 
conditions, such as technology and demand for a product (Berges and Requillart 1989; 
Scherer and Ross 2009). SCPP studies assume market structure is exogenous, so it has been 
criticized for not reliable in estimation.  
NEIO is developed based on industrial organization, which adds real-world frictions to the 
perfectly competitive model (Williamson 1981; Coase 2008). Compared to SCPP, NEIO 
researchers believe that market power and performance are not easy to measure and readily 
available statistics do not accurate reflect either market performance or structure. NEIO uses 
oligopoly theory to specify equations to be estimated (tailor the model to the particular 
market), whose results are clearly interpretable, unlike those in SCP studies (Tirole 1994). 
Based on the assumptions in Section 5.3.2, we adopt NEIO to describe competitiveness of oil 
refinery and petrochemical industry and semiconductor industry in Singapore. 
5.3.3  Market Power and Market Share 
There are many different outcomes based on oligopoly competition, here we assume the 
competition among those companies is fierce and perfect. 














is is the market share of product i. 
iP is the product price. 
iMC  is the marginal cost for product i. 
iθ  is the expectation about the reaction of other firms to an increase in its quantity. 0< iθ <1. 
In oligopoly market, because there are few sellers, each oligopolist will be aware of the 
actions of the others and take certain measures to tackle them.  
η  is the elasticity of demand. It is a measure to show the responsiveness, or elasticity, of the 






 is the Lerner’s index, which is a measure of market power. 
5.3.4  Carbon Pricing Effect 
Assuming iθ  is constant in a short period for each company; then global market share is 
directly related to the companies’ products’ price and cost.  
Adding carbon price will increase cost, rewrite the equilibrium we can get: 
'( )iti CP i i
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Companies who reduce emissions by technology upgrading will have an initial cost jtI  at 
time jt  and will benefit from this investment at time j it + . Assuming this investment is to 
upgrade capacity of carbon reduction and benefits the company afterward annually by 
reducing yearly carbon emission with a certain amount. This series of benefit will vary with 
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it
CPC  is the unit carbon pricing cost for product at it  
jtI is the unit investment cost for product at it  
Investment jtI  at it  has a delay and the pay-off comes at i dt +  with a rate∂ ; 1 tir∂ > +  
5.3.5  Model Modifying 
In economics, the difference between the sale price and the production cost of a product is the 
value added per unit. Summing all units’ valued added per unit is the total value added. 
Generally, it includes two components: revenue return to labor and return to capital. The latter 
one can be used to estimate companies’ profit.  









jtAV is the companies’ added valued at time jt  
jt
cL  is the labour cost at time jt  
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c cP E  is the initial carbon emission cost with carbon price  cP  and emission cE  











∂ −∑  is the benefit of jtTI  
jtO  is the output at time jt  
N  is the output. 
iθβ
η
= −  
Based on this equilibrium, using the historical data to get β  for each industry and assuming 
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jtav  is the added value per one unit output. 
jt
cl  is the labour cost per one unit output. 
jtti  is the investment cost per one unit output. 
c cp e  is the initial carbon emissions cost per one unit output. 
5.3.6  Data Calculation 
Table 5-1 Singapore Manufacture Data of Semiconductor, Petroleum and 
















Global market share 
Semiconductors 38,370.1 7,299.3 53.3 195.8 0.02987 
Petroleum 35,382.8 1,116.1 124.6 326.2 0.01518 
Petrochemicals 20,635.2 1,227.0 98.7 243.6 0.0158 (year 2010)9 
After calculation, we can get: 
Table 5-2 Outcomes of Industrial Competitiveness 
Year 2009 sβ  β  
Semiconductors 0.138 4.65 
Petroleum 0.0195 1.29 
Petrochemicals 0.0354 2.24 
 
Actually, we can combine the petroleum sector with petrochemicals as one sector (P-P): 
1.  Their global market shares are very close. 
                                                     
7  The global output is based on SICAS. 
8  The global output is based on “BP Statistical Energy Survey 2010” 
9 Here we use ethylene production as the indicator for petrochemical industry. www.ogj.com 
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2. Petrochemical’s raw materials mainly come from petroleum. Although petrochemical 
industry is with a higher market power, its global market demand is restricted by the supply of 
petroleum. All in all, these two sectors can be regarded as a whole with close iθ ,η . 
Then we can get: 


















    P-P 63791.2 4859.4 77.9 208 0.0155 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we further investigate two major emitters in Singapore industry sector, namely 
semiconductor industry and oil refinery and petrochemical industry. These two industries 
together comprise of 11.3% Singapore GDP in year 2010 and more than 25% of GHG 
emissions in year 2000. Once carbon price was introduced, these two industries will be 
hugely affected. 
Based on their players’ population and supply& demand relations, we assume these two 
industries are oligopoly, whose markets are dominated by small number of sellers, and then 
we adopt NEIO to calculate the market powers of these two industries.  
Based on NEIO theory, the profitability will determine this very company’s products’ global 
market power, which is related to its global market share; while a unilateral carbon pricing 
will add additional cost for products produced within the region to compete with others in 




According to the equilibrium and historical data, we calculate each industry’s global market 




Chapter 6 QUANTITATIVE MODEL WITH CARBON PRICE 
In this chapter, we will first review some countries’ existing carbon pricing policies and their 
rates. Then a quantitative carbon tax model based on the model in Chapter 4 will be 
developed to study the impacts of carbon tax in Singapore. Carbon trading market will also be 
referred when discussing the optimal choices for Singapore 
6.1 Carbon Tax in Other Countries 
Some countries, mostly in Europe, have already introduced carbon taxes, such as Norway, 
New Zealand, Finland and Ireland.  Most of those countries just charge additional fees for the 
fossil fuels as carbon tax. The rest countries who levy direct on carbon emissions, charge 
emission taxes from 17 to 51 USD/tonne of CO2.  
Those countries and regions which have already been charging carbon taxes or planned to 
introduce are listed in Table 6.1. 
Among those countries that have introduced carbon tax, some are proved to be successful, 
such as Sweden, which is estimated to have reduced carbon dioxide emissions roughly twenty 
percent between 1991 and 2000 (Johansson, 2000); while some others are far from their 
original target goals of reduction, such as Norway’s case. 
One main issue of carbon tax is how much to levy for each tonne of carbon dioxide emission. 
Most countries introduce a progressive tax with a moderate beginning, trimming it when get 
enough feedback from market. This trial and error model is less harmful to their domestic 





Table 6-1 Carbon Tax Strategies Adopted by Other Countries10 






120)/kM   
China 2012/2013 
fossil fuel sources: oil 
and coal     
India 2010.7.1 
Coal produced and 
imported into India 
50 rupee/metric tonne 
Coal   
Japan NO fuel 2400yen/tonne CO2   
South 
Korea Plan Emission of GHG 31828won/tonne of CO2 
Tax would be used to 
reduce corporate and 
income taxes 
Taiwan plan 2011 CO2 emission 2000NT/tonne of CO2 
tax would be used to 
subsidize low income 
families and public 
transportation 
Australia 2012 7.1 
CO2 emission(500 
largest polluters) 23A/tonne of CO2 




GHG exemptions for 
methane emissions from 
farming and other 15NZ/tonne of CO2 Emissions trading scheme 
Denmark 1996 
Energy user(oil, natural 
gas, electricity) 
402DDK/ton oil, 
5.6DDK/ton natural gas, 
10re/kWh 
Tax would be used to 
research for alternative 
energy resources 
Finland 1990 
with few exemptions for 
specific fuels or sectors 
20euros/tonne of 
CO2(2010)   
France 2010.1.1 
Oil, gas and coal 
consumption by 
households and business 17euros/tonne of CO2   
Ireland 2010 
kerosene, marked gas 
oil, liquid petroleum gas, 
fuel oil, natural gas 15euros/tonne of CO2   
Switzerland 2008 
All fossil fuels exempt 
used for energy 12CHF/tonne of CO2 
Or participate in emission 
trading market 
Norway 1991 
gasoline, diesel ,mineral 
oil, oil and gas(some 
industries are exemption 
for preserve competitive 
position) 
H:51US,Avg:21US/tonne 
of CO2   
Costa Rica 1997 fossil fuels 3.5 percent 
sustainable development 
and forest conservation 
Canada: Quebec, British Columbia, Alberta 
United states: Colorado, California, Maryland 
 
                                                     




6.2 Model building 
This part of research will add the carbon tax into the previous model, using a system approach 
to analyse its impacts. Below are some prerequisites: 
1. In this model, carbon prices unit is SGD/tonne (carbon dioxide). 
2. Emission calculation: 
Emission from electricity generation sector is based on data in year 2000. 
Emission from transportation sector is got directly from yearly diesel and gasoline 
consumption. 
Emission from semiconductor industry, oil refinery and petrochemical industry is 
based on data in year 2000. 
3. Industry 
Some assumptions: 
1. Each industry will have a threshold for the capital return rate r , which is one of the 
indicators that show its business performance. They will give up their business or 
transfer to other countries if the local business performance cannot reach the 
minimum standard. 
2. Investment on technology will have a time gap gt before it in function (here we let 
it equals to 1 year). 
3. Technology upgrading on carbon reduction is measured at carbon intensity decline. 










                                                                                                (6.1) 
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tCI  is the industrial carbon intensity at time t  
iTU  is the amount of carbon emission reduction per unit output at time i  
4. Industries are profit seeking, which means they will only adopt the investment of 
carbon reduction technologies that are economical. 
In this model, we assume the carbon price has been set and each industry can foresee 
the future price of each unit of carbon emission and nowadays technology upgrading 
cost. Then, they will choose whether invest or not by which has a higher present 
value. For adopting technology: 
0
/ (1 )









                                                                                     (6.2)
 
We grant government an ability to know the cost exactly for industries’ technology 
upgrading. As government goal of introducing carbon tax is to reduce carbon 
emissions, not take profits from industry, so they will adjust the carbon tax rate when 
it is high. 
This assumption insures long-term benefit for industry to adopt technology upgrading. 
5. Based on the technology restricts and economical concern, the carbon intensity 
should be reduced at a continually moderate rate. We assume the yearly reduction is 
with a same percentage decline: 
1i iTU CI −= θ                                                                                  (6.3) 
Rewrite 6.3, we get: 
0 (1 )
i
iCI CI= −θ  







































































































































6.3 Scenarios and Strategies 
6.3.1  Scenarios 
1. Technology Scenario: The biggest uncertainty is commercial carbon-free technologies, how far and 
how soon. 
The technology needed should not only be available, but also affordable. Although a small number of 
highly planned, specialized, research and technology intensive municipalities have been built in the 
last few years, such as KAUST (Saudi Arabia), Tsukuba Science City (Japan) and Masdar (Abu 
Dhabi), these experience cannot been extended to other cities now due to the high price and immature 
technology. For example, the Masdar City, which will rely entirely on solar energy and other 
renewable energy sources, with a sustainable, zero-carbon, zero-waste ecology, has been criticized for 
only accessible by the wealthy and privileged few (Work Starts on Gulf 'Green City'  2008). 
Singapore is also conducting innovative energy solutions testing, such as setting up a micro-grid test-
bed at the jetty area on Pulau Ubin to test the use of clean energy, including biodiesel and solar energy. 
The average rate of replacing fuel oil with natural gas in Singapore electricity generation is 8% during 
year 2000-2007. However, the future of renewable energy technology is not that optimistic. Based on 
the projection by Malaysia’s Minister for Energy, Dato Sri Peter Chin, Malaysia’s renewable energy 
output will reach 11% by 2020 from current 0.5%. In the context that Singapore is seriously 
considering electricity imports (mostly from Malaysia) as a medium term option for electricity 
generation, so Malay renewable energy replacing rate can be a reference for Singapore own electricity 
sector.  
Thus in the optimal scenario, we use 1% per year as the renewable energy replacing rate for 
Singapore. 
2. Overall energy efficiency is the transform rate from initial fuel’s thermal power to the final 
electrical power. A certain proportion of energy will be lost during the transformation. One consensus 
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is that this rate can never reach 100%. Currently, Singapore has reached 43% (Singapore's Second 
National Communication: Under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change  
2010) which seems relatively high. Here we assume this efficiency rate can continually grow with 1% 
per year for next 2 decades in electricity generation, the average rate for the past few years. 
3. Total revenue equals to product of price and output. We assume semiconductor price will be 
constant, then the total revenue growth rate equal to capacity increase rate. We predict global 
semiconductor industry will expand by 2.9% annually, which is the average annual capacity increase 
between 2006 and 2010 (see A.2.2). 
4. During year 2000 and 2010, global oil refinery and petrochemical industry’s capacity expand at an 
annual rate of 1.07%. Combined with forecasted yearly fuel price increase rate (2.6% per year), we 
can get this industry global compound output increase rate: 3.70% (see A.2.1 and A.2.4). 
5. We assume industry will be wiped out if their competitiveness loss is more than 50% from 2010’s 
level. 
6.3.2  Carbon Price Strategies 
We select some representative strategies to show the effects of carbon tax: 
1. Business-as-usual: there is no carbon tax in this strategy. We will test two scenarios within this 
strategy: the optimal one with 1% energy efficiency increase and 1% renewable energy 
replacement rate; the other one without such improvements (The rest strategies will be only tested 
in the optimal scenario: once the carbon price was introduced, it will show the strong intention of 
government in GHG emissions reduction. Obviously, more attentions and supports will go to 
technologies related to GHG emissions reduction with government guidance. It seems more likely 
to have breakthrough in such technologies.). 
2. Low carbon price (constant): 20 SGD/tonne CO2, this price is approximate to the prices charged 
by those EU countries. Referring to some EU countries experience, carbon tax with this rate is 
relatively safe, which will not cause significant harm to Singapore economy. 
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3. High carbon price (constant): 100SGD/tonne CO2, this price are higher than all existing carbon 
taxes adopted by other countries. 
4. Progressive carbon price: from 20SGD-100SGD/tonne CO2, similar strategy has already been 
implemented by Norway (With different rate). This strategy, continual adding emission reduction 
burden to emitters, poses a clear signal in reducing carbon emissions and gives emitters buffer 
time to make a change.  
6.4 Outcome Analysis 
6.4.1  Total Emissions 
After running the simulation we can get the graph below: 
 
Figure 6-2 Singapore GHG Emission Prediction (2010-2030) (see B.3) 
From Figure 6-2 we can see that carbon price has positive effect on GHG emissions reduction. With a 
higher carbon price can further reduce the GHG emissions, however, it will also have a bigger 
negative effect on Singapore certain industries, especially for the Oil refinery and Petrochemical 




























































BAU: the total GHG emissions projection in the normal one is 17% less in year 2020 than the one 
projected in previous chapter, in the optimal scenario is about 30.1% less. 
1. Electricity generation sector is the biggest carbon emission emitter, the difference of total GHG 
emissions projections between these two scenarios mainly come from this sector. Compared with 
outcomes without energy replacement and transform efficiency: we find that around 3000 Giga 
gram carbon emission reduction is from renewable energy replacement, round 5000 Giga gram 
carbon emission reduction is from carbon efficiency improvement. 
2. The difference between these projections and previous model projection mainly because in the 
previous model, the industrial data is based on year 2000, while the data in this model is based on 
year 2009 and 2010, after the historical economy crisis. 
20SGD/Tonne: with this strategy, it can further reduce 2% of total GHG emissions in year 2020. This 
2% reduction is mainly contributed by the technology upgrading of carbon efficiency in industry, 
especially in oil refinery and petrochemical industry. 
100SGD/Tonne: in this strategy, we can see a huge drop of carbon emission at beginning. This is 
mainly contributed by the collapse of oil refinery and petrochemical industry. Oil refinery and 
petrochemical industry is highly carbon intensified, about 1.38*10-4 Tonon/SGD in year 2010. With a 
sudden high carbon tax and investment cost for carbon mission, it will lose its competitiveness 
dramatically. This will certain affect its global market performance. As the model projects, oil 
refinery and petrochemical industry in Singapore will lose its global market share immediately with 
this rate carbon tax and will regain its advantages and re-entry Singapore when carbon intensity is low 
enough after 2026, as predicted by the model. 
20-100SGD/Tonne: in this strategy, the emission reduction will be in a more stable and efficient curve 
than 20SGD and without industry collapse. The total emission reduction will be 39% less than BAU, 
the one estimated in previous chapter. 
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6.4.2  Emission Compositions 
Take the strategy 20SGD/tonne as a sample: Figure 6-3 shows the three sectors’ GHG emissions in 
strategy 20SGD/tonne. The figure shows that electricity generation is still the biggest emitter, while 
the incremental emissions mostly come from transportation.  
Emissions from electricity generation are keeping steady, which suggests that the additional emissions 
caused by additional supply are offset by the efficiency improvement and renewable energy 
replacement; the growing trend of emissions from transportation sector will continue, due to the 
increasing vehicles on road; the emissions from industry sector also keeps stable, supported by the 
carbon intensity declining. 
 
Figure 6-3 Singapore Emission Composition Prediction (2010-2030) 
 Effect on Oil Refinery and Petrochemical industry 
The most affected is the Oil Refinery and Petrochemical industry. With a 20 SGD/tonne carbon 
emission price, its output will be 2% lower than BAU.   
In comparison, carbon price has a lower impact on semiconductor industry, whose carbon intensity is 















Figure 6-4 Oil Refinery and Petrochemical Industry Output Projection 
Effect on Transportation 
In transportation sector, carbon tax’s impacts on GHG emission reduction are limited (see B.3.3). This 
is because we assumed in Singapore, private car population is an exogenous factor in the model. With 
a reasonable carbon tax rate, the demands for owning a private car in Singapore will still be larger 
than the actual supplies. This makes this sector immune from carbon tax. To further cut emissions in 
this sector, Singapore government should consider other measures besides carbon tax. 
Effect on Electricity Generation 
In electricity generation sector, carbon tax’s impacts on GHG emission reduction are also limited (see 
B.3.1). Compare the projections with different carbon tax rate, the differences are relatively small. 
The major emission reduction comes from overall efficiency improvement, which is highly depends 
on technologies. The outcomes also imply that the final electricity customers are not very sensitive to 

















6.5 Singapore’s Options 
6.5.1  Carbon Tax Rate 
The major goal of carbon tax is to lower the carbon emissions, ideally zero emission, but this not the 
only criterion. We should also concern about the economy and thus a moderate carbon tax rate is 
needed. 
As Singapore’s recent emission target is to reduce carbon emissions by 16% below 2020 business-as-
usual. Based on previous projections and simulation outcomes, the carbon emissions can reach 43.91 
million tonnes as BAU (with electricity generation efficiency improvement and renew energy 
replacing) and 52.34 million tonne without such improvements. If Singapore wants to achieve it 
emission reduction target and without harming its economy, according to the outcomes, the carbon 
rate can be a progressive carbon tax with an ending price above 80 SGD/tonne. If Singapore does not 
focus on the accumulation of carbon emissions between 2010 and 2020, then it does not matter how 
much is the starting price (only if the starting price is lower than 75 SGD/tonne, which otherwise will 
cause oil refinery and petrochemical industry to collapse). This also implies that carbon pricing has a 
strong guiding character in long-term impacts. 
6.5.2  Different Rate 
Those countries which have carbon tax have exemptions for certain emission sources. Singapore can 
also adopt this strategy, setting different emission rates for different emission sources. 
Semiconductor industry: this industry does emit GHG with low carbon intensity, and its profitability 
is also higher than oil refinery and petrochemical industry. Low carbon tax levied on this industry will 
has limited impacts. As the model outcomes show, this industry will collapse only when carbon tax 
reaches around 1000SGD/Tonne. This rate is very high, but considering its special condition: emitting 
HFCs, PFCs and SF6 rather than carbon dioxide, it can be treated as a special case. 
Oil refinery and petrochemical industry: this industry in Singapore, as previous stated, with current 
high carbon intensity, will collapse at 75 SGD/tonne carbon tax. 
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6.5.3  Revenue Neutral Stimulant 
If taken, 80 SGD/tonne carbon emission tax will be very aggressive compared with those existing 
carbon taxes adopted by other countries. However, government should somehow return all or partly of 
these money either by technology upgrading subsidy (such as carbon free technology, energy 
efficiency upgrading), or as a substitute of other taxes, which also widely adopted by those 
governments. This means that carbon tax should be revenue neutral—all revenue collected from the 
tax is to be recycled back into the economy in an effort to enhance welfare.  
 
Figure 6-5 Carbon Tax Refund Mechanism 
With this refund mechanism, the actual impacts to industries will be much lower than estimated. Then, 
carbon tax could be seen more like a reward rather than a punishment.  
6.5.4  Carbon Tax to Carbon Emission Market 
In Singapore, the oil refinery and petrochemical industry is the major payer of carbon tax, as well as 
the biggest beneficiary with such mechanism. With a refund mechanism, we can regard the carbon tax 
as a reward but the competition for this reward is relatively low due to the limited competitors, 
especially in Singapore. Then, this will be less attractive for them to reduce the carbon emissions and 
the efficiency of carbon tax will be discounted. 
It has been a long and fierce discussion about whether to choose carbon tax or carbon emission market 
to reduce GHG emissions, since the conception of carbon pricing was raised.  
Those countries, which have introduced carbon pricing, are divided into two groups according to 









carbon tax group already have had a schedule to transfer to carbon emission market. Another example 
is Australia: in its carbon pricing agenda, they will introduce a fixed-price carbon tax commencing 1 
July 2010, transitioning to a cap-and-trade ETS on 1 July 2015. 
Carbon emission market is a brand new thing; only a series of micro-economic computer simulation 
studies between 1967 and 1970 for the National Air Pollution Control Administration and a small 
scale emissions cap on NOx and SO2 gases from 1990 in United States can be refereed. However, 
carbon emission market has some key advantages over carbon tax: 
• Economic incentive 
Unlike carbon tax’s revenue neutral, emission market does generate profit, transferring 
revenue from one company to another, one industry to another, as well as the transaction 
commission for the market. This is a free trade market and driven by the profit. The market 
will also optimize the mechanism to attract more customers. 
• Target-oriented 
With the quota system, like Singapore COE, it will guarantee the effective of carbon 
reduction. 
• Various means 
In the carbon emission market, you can trade not only the carbon emissions, but also carbon 
sequestrations. You can either buy carbon emission quotas from other companies or 
government, or offset carbon emissions by planting forests, or even buy carbon free 
technologies to lower own carbon emissions. This will widen the measures to reduce carbon 
emissions and engage more attentions, and definitely amplify the efforts to reduce carbon 
emissions.  
• Auto suit 
Carbon emission market is market-based, which can adjusts to new carbon emission prices 
automatically and no legislative or regulatory action is needed. 
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Singapore is already the regional economic and energy hub. Nevertheless, regional rivals increasingly 
challenge Singapore’s leading position in the Asian market. Building a regional carbon emissions 
trading market will complement its leadership in this region.  
a. Centre of Regional Carbon Emitters: 
One advantage of Singapore is its special niche, which is the key impetus for China, India, 
ASEAN and other countries. Among them are the global major emitters, such as China (World 
No.1 emitter in year 2008), India (No.3), Iran (No.8), Indonesia (No.15) and Malaysia (No.27). 
These 5 countries together take 32.94% of global carbon emissions. These are huge potential 
customers which can bring tremendous benefits. 
By now, among these five countries, only China has already launched eight environment 
exchange markets. The rest countries are still waiting. This will be a huge opportunity for 
Singapore if it can establish one exchange market ahead of them. 
b. Offer Means for Domestic Reduction: 
Establishing carbon emission market will also benefit Singapore domestic emitters, as it will 
enrich their ways of carbon emission reduction and lower their costs. 
c. Step towards Green Hub: 
Go green is the global trend and the prerequisite for human beings’ long-term sustainability.  
Establishing carbon emission market can be primary step in its whole plan. When the market goes 
smoothly, it can be widened as an environmental market or green market, as a technological and 
finical support to its total plan. This will solidify its advantages over other regional cities.  
6.6 Summary 
In this chapter, first we review other countries’ existing carbon tax policy; then we extend the system 
dynamics model built in Chapter 4: 
1. Making the industrial sector more specific: separate industry sector into two major emitters.  
2. Adding the competitiveness module 
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3. Adding the carbon tax: carbon tax is based on per ton of carbon dioxide equivalent emission. The 
tax is levied directly from the emitters. The transportation and electricity generation sectors will 
pass the cost to their final customer; while industry sector will use its own profit to offset this cost. 
Two scenarios are defined here: one is with normal technology upgrading; the other one is with 
technology breakthrough. Four price strategies are then given: one is business-as-usual without carbon 
tax; one is low carbon price with 20SGD/tonne; one is high with 100SGD/tonne; the other is 
progressive rate from 20SGD/ton at beginning to 100SGD/ton at the end year in simulation 
After running the simulation with Vensim, we get the following outcomes.  
The carbon emissions projection with BAU at normal scenario is more optimistic than the one 
estimated in the former chapter. At optimal scenario, with progressive efficiency improvement, the 
GHG emissions can be reduced another 8000 Giga gram in year 2020.  
If government sets the normal scenario as benchmark, then the emission reduction target (16% less 
than BAU in year 2020) can easily be achieved by 2020 with efficiency improvement in electricity 
generation sector. If the government sets the optimal scenario as benchmark, the carbon price can be 
further reduced by 2 percent with 20SGD/ton, or 6 percent with progressively pricing. 
The outcomes show that carbon price can have positive effect on GHG emissions reduction. However, 
due to the high carbon intensity of oil refinery and petrochemical industry in Singapore, it is hard to 
insure the emissions reduction while not hurting Singapore economy. The efficiency of carbon price 
in reducing carbon emission is not as much as technology upgrading. 
All in all, Singapore’s GHG emissions reduction target is still moderate, far from zero emission. 
Carbon price, especially carbon tax, is still needed to stimulate GHG emissions reduction. 
After introducing carbon tax, carbon emission market can be an extended option for Singapore. Some 
comparisons between carbon tax and carbon emission market are given at the end of this chapter. 
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Chapter 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
This thesis investigates GHG emissions in Singapore, possible carbon pricing strategies and their 
impacts on Singapore. 
Instead of regarding Singapore as one big emitter, Chapter 3 divides GHG emissions into three major 
emitters: transportation, electricity generation and industry. A system dynamics model about carbon 
emissions is built in Chapter 4 to predict Singapore future GHG emissions using the BAU scenario. 
Unlike other predictive models, which simply use history overall growth rate to predict future, this 
model generalizes key parameters related to the GHG emissions and links them together, using a 
system approach. 
In order to figure out the impacts of carbon pricing, especially on the Singapore economy, the 
industry sector is divided into two major emitters in Chapter 5: semiconductor and oil refinery and 
petrochemical industry.  As a special cost for industry, the quantitative impacts on Singapore industry 
need to be solved with the help of economic theories and models. Here we adopt New Empirical 
Industrial Organization (NEIO) theory and introduce competitiveness and Lerner’s index (Market 
Power) to analyze the relations between these two industries’ cost in Singapore and global market 
performance.  
In Chapter 6, a Singapore carbon emission system dynamics model with carbon tax is established. 
Based on the past few years’ technology advancing pace, two scenarios are offered and four carbon 
tax rates (referring to existing tax strategies adopted by other countries) are also given for simulations. 
The outcome shows that carbon tax has positive impacts on carbon emissions reduction, but taking 
economy into account, the effects of carbon tax are limited. Then, some carbon tax strategies and 
recommendations are given as options for Singapore. As a market-based carbon price mechanism, 
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carbon emission market has advantages over carbon tax in terms of flexibility and efficiency. Trade-
offs between carbon emission trading market and carbon tax are then offered. It suggests that carbon 
emission trading market can be chosen as a long-term selection in Singapore.  
7.2 Limitations and Future Work 
There are some limitations in this thesis, as illustrated below: 
Carbon emission sources: besides the three major emission sectors analyzed in the thesis, there are 
still another two large emitters: one is marine bunkers; the other is construction.  
As regional transportation hub, the emissions from marine bunkers are larger than the combination of 
the three sectors. However, because they serve the whole world, this part of carbon emission for 
Singapore is difficult to quantify.  
Emissions from the building sector are a big proportion in other countries such as United Kingdom. 
From design to final refurbish/demolish, the amount of CO2 emissions that construction can influence 
account for almost 47% of total CO2 emissions (Estimating the Amount of CO2 Emissions that the 
Construction Industry can Influence  2010). Fifteen percent of the emissions from this sector are from 
materials manufacture stage, while in Singapore, these emissions are excluded as most construction 
materials are imported from Malaysia. 
 
Figure 7-1 Broad Areas of a Building’s Life Cycle 
These two emissions should be proportionally attributed to Singapore, not excluded. 
1. Uncertainty of technology upgrading: In this thesis, we assume carbon free and energy efficiency 
technology advancing gradually and grant government an ability to foresee the cost.  
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However, in reality, there are risks and uncertainties inside technology investment. The cost for 
technology upgrading is also uncertain.  
2. Carbon price return mechanism: revenue neutral is one of the key characteristics of carbon price. 
Carbon price can enforce carbon emission reduction while the return of carbon price can once 
again encourage carbon emission reduction. As a result, a sound carbon price with a proper refund 
mechanism could double the effects of carbon pricing. However the model in this thesis is 
assumed that the carbon tax is a one way transfer.  
Moreover, in this research framework, there are some interesting aspects that deserve future 
explorations: 
1. With electricity market liberalization, the electricity generation sector will become more 
sensitive to carbon price. More detailed research can be done on this topic to figure out the 
impacts. 
2. Construction emission is not officially counted now; future research can investigate this by 
calculating the carbon emission footprint of construction material imported from Malaysia. 
3. As the major economic components, semiconductor and petrochemical industry have their 
own downstream industries, such as electronics design and gasoline service. It will be useful 
to measure the carbon prices’ impacts on these industries as a supplement to measure the 
whole economic impacts. 
4. As a further step of emission trading market, environmental exchange market may be a more 
suitable choice. More analysis and research need to be done before establishing a functional 
market that suits Singapore. 
5. Further studies on the carbon free technology investment and potential improvements, as well 
as investment return rate are also very useful in quantifying the impacts.  
6. Carbon intensity, as an indicator of carbon emission, can sometime be tricky due to the 
economy inflation (Crompton and Wu 2005). Calculating the Singapore carbon intensity with 
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APPENDIX A.  Historical Data 
A.1 Singapore Historical data 
A.1.1 Overall Singapore GHG Emission 20001 
Greenhouse Gas Source and 
Sink Categories 
CO2 CH4 N2O HFCs PFCs SF6 
    Total(Net) Giga Gram CO2 
equivalent per year 
37755.81 111.72 334.87 7.47 496.06 84.04 
1.All Energy 37755.81   189.26       
    Fuel combustion             
    Energy and Transformation 
Industries 
20973.74           
    Industry 10526.41           
    Transport 5621.57   189.26       
    Commercial-institutional 291.63           
    Residential 342.46           
2.Industrial Processes       7.47 496.06 84.04 
3.Agriculture             
4.Land Use Change and 
Forestry 
            
5.Waste   111.72 145.61       
    Wastewater Handling   111.72 73.75       
    Waste incineration     71.86       
1. Data is collected from report of “Singapore Second National Communication”. 
A.1.2 Singapore Population1 (Total) 
2000 (Census) 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
4,027.90 4,138.00 4,176.00 4,114.80 4,166.70 4,265.80 
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
4,401.40 4,588.60 4,839.40 4,987.60 5,076.70 5,183.70 
1. Data is collected from www.singstat.gov.sg. 
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A.1.3 Singapore GDP1 
Year SGD M USD M 
2000 162,584.10 94,311.80 
2001 157,136.10 87,702.20 
2002 162,299.50 90,639.70 
2003 167,174.00 95,955.70 
2004 190,484.20 112,692.50 
2005 208,763.70 125,413.70 
2006 230,922.80 145,335.00 
2007 267,253.50 177,329.60 
2008 267,951.90 189,392.10 
2009 266,659.20 183,333.90 
2010 303,652.20 222,700.60 
1. www.singstat.gov.sg. 
A.1.4 Singapore Electricity1 
















1999 5,344.10 11,653.50 10,125.40 27,123.30   
 
2000 5,726.30 12,485.40 10,921.30 29,133.10 15.06 17.27 
2001 5,984.60 12,239.10 11,372.90 29,596.50 15.78 18.10 
2002 6,347.60 12,732.90 12,008.70 31,089.30 13.70 15.64 
2003 6,507.10 13,706.70 11,771.90 31,985.70 13.91 16.33 
2004 6,524.80 14,446.20 12,200.20 33,171.20 13.80 16.28 
2005 6,750.30 15,005.00 13,005.80 34,761.30 14.78 17.66 
2006 6,764.30 15,041.50 14,116.00 35,921.80 17.41 21.08 
2007 6,820.80 15,621.60 14,977.90 37,420.30 17.74 20.20 
2008 6,748.50 15,482.60 15,709.20 37,940.30 21.42 25.51 
2009 7,084.90 13,628.00 17,261.30 37,974.20 
 
20.48 






A.1.5 Singapore Fossil Fuel Consumption1 
  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Motor gasoline 
consumption (kT) 666 675 668 667 678 703 745 796 836 867 
Diesel Consumption (oil-
equivalent kT) Road Sector 1214 1241 1239 1234 1250 1284 1346 1419 1476 0 
1. http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org 
A.1.6 A. Singapore Monthly Household Income from Work among Resident 
Households1 
Year 


















   
2000 3,638 3.9 2.6 4,988 5.7 4.2 
2001 3,860 6.1 5.0 5,338 7.0 5.9 
2002 3,628 -6.0 -5.6 5,069 -5.0 -4.7 
2003 3,601 -0.7 -1.2 5,075 0.1 -0.4 
2004 3,689 2.4 0.8 5,194 2.3 0.7 
2005 3,860 4.6 4.1 5,447 4.9 4.4 
2006 4,000 3.6 2.6 5,715 4.9 3.9 
2007 4,375 9.4 7.1 6,295 10.1 7.9 
2008 4,946 13.1 6.0 7,086 12.6 5.6 
2009 4,850 -1.9 -2.5 6,826 -3.7 -4.2 
2010 5,000 3.1 0.3 7,214 5.7 2.8 
1. www.singstat.gov.sg  








A.1.7 Singapore Land Transportation Capacity and Utilization1 
  2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Capacity             
Average Bus Fleet and routes in operation             
Average Bus Fleet operated 3140 3131 3197 3255 3268 3393 
Number of Bus Routes in Operation 260 288 302 325 344 339 
Average Daily Vehicle-Kilometers 
Travelled             
MRT (000 train-km) 40.7 41.4 41.2 51.1 55.1 49.4 
Bus (000 bus-km) 819.4 822.2 833 844.2 826.8 849.4 
Public Transportation Utilization             
Average Daily Ridership (000 passenger-
trips)             
MRT 1276 1338 1435 1564 1720 1830 
LRT 57 71 75 81 89 92 
Bus 2788 2785 2853 2969 3085 3063 
Taxi 876 991 945 927 907 864 
Average Trip Distance             
MRT(km/passenger-trip) 11.5 11.5 11.3 11.2 11.2 10.8 
Bus(km/passenger-trip) 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.1 
Taxi(km/engaged trip) 8.5 8.8 9.1 9.1 9 9 
Private Vehicle Annual Mileage (km)             
Cars 20298 20603 21100 20800 19700 19600 
Private Hired Buses 45789 47540 49200 50200 48700 49400 
School Buses 44685 46269 45400 46800 44000 47400 
Light Goods Vehicle(<=3.5tons) 29374 29248 29300 28100 27900 28000 
Heavy Goods Vehicles(>3.5tons) 39158 38768 40400 42400 42000 41200 
Motorcycles 13744 13711 13700 13800 13300 13200 






A.1.8 A Singapore Vehicles’ Number by Type and Fuel1 





Other Vehicle Total 
2000 18,327 91,117 11,183 427811 120631 0 548442 
2001 18,798 97,944 11,599 435699 128347 3 564049 
2002 19,105 101,436 11,847 429595 132405 18 562018 
2003 19,374 105,583 11,924 425455 136898 35 562388 
2004 20,405 110,689 12,267 433715 143369 27 577111 
2005 22,279 114,797 12,700 452062 149784 144 601990 
2006 23,229 121,135 13,380 483850 157751 713 642314 
2007 24,224 127,031 13,788 525337 165047 1543 691927 
2008 23311 131955 14631 557340 169914 5443 732697 
2009 22,693 134,160 15,344 582691 172240 7220 762151 
2010 23214 133968 15657 599124 172977 8706 780807 
1. www.lta.gov.sg 














Semiconductors 38,370.1 7,299.3 53.3 195.8 3.0% 
Petroleum 35,382.8 1,116.1 124.6 326.2 1.5% 
Petrochemicals 20,635.2 1,227.0 98.7 243.6 1.6% 
A.2 Global Data 
A.2.1 Oil: Refinery capacities1 
Thousand barrels daily 
Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Singap-
ore 
1255 1255 1255 1255 1255 1255 1255 1255 1385 1385 1385 
Total 
World 
82472 83468 84183 84468 85355 86146 87426 88551 89446 91067 91791 
1. 2010 BP statistical survey 
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A.2.2 Global Semiconductor Year Output1 
Wafer-starts per month*1000 
Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
TOTAL SC's,  8 Inch Equiv. 7674.1244 8850.7675 9570.9726 8528.9772 8609.3764 
1. Semiconductor Industry Association 
A.2.3 Worldwide Semiconductor Market by Region1 
USD billions, current prices 
          2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Americas 63 39 31 32 39 40 45 43 42 39 
Japan 46 35 30 38 46 44 46 48 47 44 
Europe 42 32 27 32 39 40 40 41 40 37 
Asia Pacific 51 41 50 61 87 102 115 124 132 127 
World 201 147 138 163 211 225 246 255 261 247 
1. Semiconductor Industry Association 
A.2.4 Oil Price1 
US dollars per barrel 
 
Year 
$ money of the 
day $ 2010 
2000 28.50 36.08 
2001 24.44 30.10 
2002 25.02 30.33 
2003 28.83 34.17 
2004 38.27 44.17 
2005 54.52 60.87 
2006 65.14 70.46 
2007 72.39 76.13 
2008 97.26 98.50 
2009 61.67 62.68 




APPENDIX B.  Some Coefficient 





Kilograms CO2 Per 
Unit of Volume Million Btu 
Diesel Fuel (No. 1 and 
No. 2) 
10.15 per gallon 73.15 
Motor Gasoline 8.91 per gallon 71.26 
1. U.S. Energy Information Administration. 
B.1.2 A Carbon Dioxide Emission Factors for Stationary Combustion1 
Fuel: Natural Gas2 Emission Factor Units 
HHV of 975 - 1000 Btu/scf 
54.01 kg CO2 / MMBtu 
5.401 kg CO2 / therm 
HHV of 1000 - 1025 Btu/scf 
52.91 kg CO2 / MMBtu 
5.291 kg CO2 / therm 
HHV of 1025 - 1050 Btu/scf 
53.06 kg CO2 / MMBtu 
5.306 kg CO2 / therm 
HHV of 1050 - 1075 Btu/scf 
53.46 kg CO2 / MMBtu 
5.346 kg CO2 / therm 
HHV of 1075 - 1100 Btu/scf 
53.72 kg CO2 / MMBtu 
5.372 kg CO2 / therm 
Weighted National(US) Average  
53.06 kg CO2 / MMBtu 
5.306 kg CO2 / therm 
Flared Natural Gas 
54.71 kg CO2 / MMBtu 
5.471 kg CO2 / therm 
Crude Oil 
74.54 kg CO2 / MMBtu 
10.29 kg CO2 / gallon 
1. U.S. Energy Information Administration, U. S. Energy Information Administration, Documentation 
for Emissions of Greenhouse Gases in the United States 2008 





B.1.3 Other Coefficient 
1ton Motor Gasoline= 357.5101 Gallon 
1 ton diesel= 307.2093 Gallon 
1 m3= 264.2 Gallon 
1barrel = 42 US gallon 
Motor Gasoline Density: 739 kg/m3 





APPENDIX C.  Simulation and Outcomes 
C.1 Regression Outcome 
Some Linear and Panel Regression Outcomes 
Equation Number 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.7 4.8 
Multiple R 0.997 0.997 0.991 0.987 0.99995 0.9999 
R Square 0.994 0.995 0.981 0.974 0.9999 0.9998 
Adjusted R Square 0.894 0.994 0.979 0.971 0.889 0.8886 
Intercept 0 11.21 1.75 13945.45 0 0 
t Stat  null 41.2 44.78 17.88 null null 
P-value  null 1.29E-09 6.90E-12 2.42E-08 null null 
X Variable 1 120 0.12 -0.01367 0.06467 1.01 0.798 
t Stat  40.79 37.73 -21.627 18.466 20.7 4.866 
P-value  1.88E-12 2.39E-09 4.55E-09 1.83E-08 6.70E-09 8.88E-04 
X Variable 2 null null null null 1.97 221661 
t Stat  null null null null 12.11 31.568 
P-value  null null null null 7.13E-07 1.58E-10 
 




















4027.9 162584.1 4988.00 386,780 131,937 
2001 
 
4138 157136.1 5338.00 398,787 131,869 
2002 38.19 4176 162299.5 5069.00 398,166 132,318 
2003 44.74 4114.8 167174 5075.00 399,923 135,649 
2004 45.05 4166.7 190484.2 5194.00 412,015 137,029 
2005 59.80 4265.8 208763.7 5447.00 432,827 139,434 
2006 84.55 4401.4 230922.8 5715.00 465,482 142,736 
2007 76.47 4588.6 267253.5 6295.00 505,987 144,340 
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2008 117.54 4839.4 267951.9 7086.00 540,455 146,120 
2009 80.43 4987.6 266659.2 6826.00 566,608 147,215 
2010 100.02 5076.7 303652.2 7214.00 584,399 148,160 
2011 100.1 5109.4 321688.8 7561.52 604,162 149,782 
2012 102.7 5220.8 342276.9 7873.79 623,924 151,405 
2013 105.3 5332.2 364182.6 8202.68 643,686 153,027 
2014 107.9 5443.6 387490.3 8549.05 663,448 154,649 
2015 110.5 5555 412289.7 8913.77 683,210 156,272 
2016 113.1 5666.4 438676.2 9297.79 702,972 157,894 
2017 115.7 5777.8 466751.5 9702.11 722,734 159,516 
2018 118.3 5889.2 496623.6 10127.78 742,496 161,138 
2019 120.9 6000.6 528407.5 10575.90 762,258 162,761 




















2000 17.27 1,158.08 5,726.30 23406.7 29,133.00 19% 
2001 18.10 1,105.73 5,984.60 23612.0 29,596.60 29% 
2002 15.64 1,280.05 6,347.60 24741.6 31,089.20 44% 
2003 16.33 1,226.58 6,507.10 25478.6 31,985.70 60% 
2004 16.28 1,230.96 6,524.80 26646.4 33,171.20 69% 
2005 17.66 1,135.66 6,750.30 28010.8 34,761.10 74% 
2006 21.08 951.84 6,764.30 29157.5 35,921.80 78% 
2007 20.20 993.56 6,820.80 30599.5 37,420.30 79% 
2008 25.51 787.30 6,748.50 31191.8 37,940.30 84% 
2009 20.48 980.84 7,084.90 30889.3 37,974.20 89% 
2010 23.48 856.23 7,304.50 33895.3 41,199.80 94% 
2011 23.22 748.92 7,339.94 34749.1 42,089.00 99% 
2012 23.53 769.51 7,477.70 36080.5 43,558.20 100% 
2013 23.85 791.17 7,614.52 37497.1 45,111.66 100% 
2014 24.16 813.93 7,750.38 39004.4 46,754.83 100% 
2015 24.47 837.83 7,885.30 40608.2 48,493.52 100% 
2016 24.78 862.92 8,019.26 42314.6 50,333.90 100% 
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2017 25.09 889.25 8,152.27 44130.3 52,282.54 100% 
2018 25.41 916.87 8,284.34 46062.1 54,346.44 100% 
2019 25.72 945.82 8,415.45 48117.6 56,533.02 100% 





















2000 8.06 2.87 0.32 4.87 666000 1214000 
2001 8.28 2.96 0.32 5.00 675000 1241000 
2002 8.35 2.96 0.32 5.08 668000 1239000 
2003 8.23 2.97 0.33 4.93 667000 1234000 
2004 8.23 3.11 0.33 4.79 678000 1250000 
2005 8.53 3.21 0.33 5.19 703000 1284000 
2006 8.80 3.46 0.34 5.31 745000 1346000 
2007 9.18 3.76 0.35 5.54 796000 1419000 
2008 9.85 3.95 0.35 5.55 836000 1476000 
2009 9.98 4.21 0.35 5.41 867000 1412733 
2010 10.15 4.34 0.36 5.46 883452 1451997 
2011 10.22 4.49 0.36 5.37 906623 1447513 
2012 10.44 4.63 0.36 5.44 929793 1479949 
2013 10.66 4.78 0.37 5.52 952963 1513438 
2014 10.89 4.93 0.37 5.59 976133 1548047 
2015 11.11 5.07 0.38 5.66 999303 1583848 
2016 11.33 5.22 0.38 5.73 1022474 1620917 
2017 11.56 5.37 0.38 5.81 1045644 1659336 
2018 11.78 5.51 0.39 5.88 1068814 1699190 
2019 12.00 5.66 0.39 5.95 1091984 1740571 
2020 12.22 5.81 0.39 6.02 1115154 1783578 













2000 20973.74 5906.95 10526.41 37407.10 
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2001 20657.92 6019.81 10625.40 37303.13 
2002 20676.22 5991.28 11133.72 37801.22 
2003 20149.23 5972.50 11465.37 37587.10 
2004 20240.80 6057.43 11990.88 38289.11 
2005 20829.48 6243.08 12604.86 39677.42 
2006 21209.63 6570.20 13120.88 40900.70 
2007 22012.28 6960.28 13769.78 42742.33 
2008 21901.81 7265.43 14036.31 43203.55 
2009 21504.66 7166.90 13900.19 42571.74 
2010 22879.18 7341.74 15252.89 45473.81 
2011 22911.10 7401.57 15637.08 45949.75 
2012 23615.25 7576.52 16236.22 47427.99 
2013 24457.47 7754.75 16873.71 49085.93 
2014 25348.32 7936.47 17552.00 50836.79 
2015 26290.96 8121.91 18273.70 52686.57 
2016 27288.73 8311.31 19041.59 54641.62 
2017 28345.19 8504.91 19858.62 56708.72 
2018 29464.14 8702.99 20727.94 58895.07 
2019 30649.60 8905.83 21652.90 61208.33 
2020 31905.87 9113.74 22637.06 63656.67 
1: 2002-2010 based on average price in each year month Jan, Apr, Jul, Oct. 2011-2020 
prediction based on EIA annual energy outlook 2011 
2: Figures in grey are prediction 
3: Here total emission does not count residential and commercial emission and other GHGs 
emission, which is relative small 
C.3 With Carbon Tax 
C.3.1 Electricity Emission (Giga Grams) 
 
BAU(Normal) BAU 20 20-100 100 
2010 21785.4 21785.4 21717 21717 21237.3 
2011 22506.9 21774.5 21704.9 21691 21216.4 
2012 23266.5 21785.6 21715.8 21687.8 21218.5 
2013 24066.7 21818.4 21748.4 21706.5 21243.3 
2014 24910.2 21872.5 21802.6 21746.7 21290.4 
2015 25799.8 21947.9 21878.1 21808.3 21359.5 
2016 26738.5 22044.3 21974.8 21891.3 21450.5 
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2017 27729.3 22161.8 22092.5 21995.7 21563.2 
2018 28775.8 22300.2 22231.4 22121.3 21697.7 
2019 29881.5 22459.6 22391.2 22268.3 21853.7 
2020 31050.2 22640 22572.2 22436.7 22031.4 
2021 32286 22866.4 22799.2 22651.3 22255 
2022 33593.2 23116 23049.4 22889.5 22502.4 
2023 34976.5 23388.3 23322.3 23150.7 22772.9 
2024 36440.6 23683.6 23618.3 23435.5 23066.9 
2025 37990.9 24002.3 23937.8 23744 23384.7 
2026 39632.8 24344.8 24281 24076.8 23726.8 
2027 41372.3 24711.5 24648.5 24434.2 24093.5 
2028 43215.7 25102.9 25040.7 24816.8 24791.9 
2029 45169.6 25519.4 25458.1 25225 25212.7 
2030 47241.1 25961.7 25901.2 25659.3 25659.3 
C.3.2 Emission from Industry (Giga Grams) 
 
BAU(Normal) BAU 20 20-100 100 
2010 9100.95 9100.97 8040.07 8040.07 550.874 
2011 9459.03 9459.05 8357.16 8136.77 564.947 
2012 9806.74 9806.76 8677.77 8226.17 578.66 
2013 10144.3 10144.3 8990.24 8297.81 591.946 
2014 10471.8 10471.9 9294.68 8352.94 604.815 
2015 10789.6 10789.7 9591.21 8392.77 617.275 
2016 11097.8 11097.9 9879.94 8418.44 629.333 
2017 11396.7 11396.7 10161 8431.02 640.997 
2018 11686.3 11686.3 10434.5 8431.54 652.276 
2019 11966.9 11966.9 10700.5 8420.97 663.177 
2020 12238.6 12238.6 10959.2 8400.21 673.707 
2021 12501.7 12501.7 11210.6 8370.14 683.875 
2022 12756.3 12756.3 11454.9 8331.58 693.687 
2023 13002.6 13002.6 11692.2 8285.3 703.15 
2024 13240.7 13240.7 11922.7 8232.02 712.271 
2025 13470.9 13470.9 12146.3 8172.44 721.059 
2026 13693.2 13693.2 12363.2 8107.21 729.518 
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2027 13907.8 13907.9 12573.6 8036.93 737.657 
2028 14115 14115 12777.4 7962.19 7427.16 
2029 14314.8 14314.8 12975 7883.51 7615.54 
2030 14507.4 14507.4 13166.2 7801.42 7801.42 
C.3.3 Emission from Transportation (Giga Grams) 
 
BAU(Normal) BAU 20 20-100 100 
2010 7209.83 7209.83 7205 7205 7171.06 
2011 7379.4 7379.4 7374.32 7373.31 7338.57 
2012 7551.73 7551.73 7546.46 7544.35 7508.83 
2013 7726.97 7726.97 7721.52 7718.25 7682.01 
2014 7905.33 7905.33 7899.7 7895.2 7858.31 
2015 8087 8087 8081.2 8075.39 8037.92 
2016 8272.2 8272.2 8266.22 8259.05 8221.05 
2017 8461.14 8461.14 8455 8446.41 8407.93 
2018 8654.07 8654.07 8647.77 8637.7 8598.8 
2019 8851.24 8851.24 8844.79 8833.18 8793.91 
2020 9052.93 9052.93 9046.33 9033.13 8993.54 
2021 9259.42 9259.42 9252.68 9237.84 9197.97 
2022 9471.02 9471.02 9464.14 9447.62 9407.51 
2023 9688.06 9688.06 9681.05 9662.8 9622.49 
2024 9910.89 9910.89 9903.74 9883.73 9843.26 
2025 10139.9 10139.9 10132.6 10110.8 10070.2 
2026 10375.4 10375.4 10368 10344.3 10303.7 
2027 10617.9 10617.9 10610.4 10584.9 10544.1 
2028 10867.8 10867.8 10860.2 10832.8 10829.7 
2029 11125.6 11125.6 11117.9 11088.5 11087 
2030 11391.8 11391.8 11384 11352.6 11352.6 
C.3.4 Prediction of Semiconductor Industry Annual Output 
 
BAU(Normal) BAU 20 20-100 100 
Time (Year)  Total Output Semiconductor Industry(MSGD) 
2010 38381.9 38381.9 38290.2 38290.2 37923.3 
2011 39860 39860 39764.9 39745.8 39384.4 
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2012 41338 41338 41240.6 41201.7 40851 
2013 42816.1 42816.1 42716.5 42656.7 42318 
2014 44294.1 44294.1 44192.4 44111 43785.3 
2015 45772.2 45772.2 45668.4 45564.5 45253 
2016 47250.3 47250.3 47144.4 47017.4 46721 
2017 48728.3 48728.3 48620.5 48469.6 48189.3 
2018 50206.4 50206.4 50096.7 49921.2 49657.9 
2019 51684.4 51684.4 51572.9 51372.2 51126.9 
2020 53162.5 53162.5 53049.2 52822.7 52596.2 
2021 54640.6 54640.6 54525.6 54272.7 54065.8 
2022 56118.6 56118.6 56002 55722.2 55535.7 
2023 57596.7 57596.7 57478.5 57171.3 57005.9 
2024 59074.8 59074.8 58955.1 58619.9 58476.3 
2025 60552.8 60552.8 60431.7 60068.2 59947.1 
2026 62030.9 62030.9 61908.3 61516.2 61418.1 
2027 63508.9 63508.9 63385 62963.8 62889.4 
2028 64987 64987 64861.8 64411.1 64361 
2029 66465.1 66465.1 66338.6 65858.1 65832.8 
2030 67943.1 67943.1 67815.5 67304.9 67304.9 
 
C.3.5 Prediction of Oil Refinery and Petrochemical Annual Output 
 
BAU(Normal) BAU 20 20-100 100 
Time (Year)  Total Output Oil refinery Petroleum Industry (MSGD) 
2010 61908.8 61909 54230.9 54230.9 0 
2011 65215.7 65215.8 57140 55524.8 0 
2012 68522.5 68522.7 60143.4 56791.7 0 
2013 71829.3 71829.5 63155.7 57951.4 0 
2014 75136.2 75136.4 66176.6 59008.8 0 
2015 78443 78443.2 69206 59968.9 0 
2016 81749.9 81750 72243.8 60836.3 0 
2017 85056.7 85056.9 75289.8 61615.8 0 
2018 88363.5 88363.7 78343.7 62311.7 0 
2019 91670.4 91670.6 81405.5 62928.4 0 
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2020 94977.2 94977.4 84475 63470.2 0 
2021 98284 98284.3 87552 63941.2 0 
2022 101591 101591 90636.5 64345.3 0 
2023 104898 104898 93728.1 64686.5 0 
2024 108205 108205 96826.9 64968.6 0 
2025 111511 111512 99932.6 65195.3 0 
2026 114818 114819 103045 65370.1 0 
2027 118125 118125 106164 65496.5 0 
2028 121432 121432 109290 65577.8 60720.9 
2029 124739 124739 112422 65617.4 63154 
2030 128046 128046 115560 65618.5 65618.5 
 
